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What is most confusing about the sound art, art genre is its name. In 1983 
the term “sound /art” was first catalogued by The Sculpture Center in NYC, but 
precursor forms of sound art had been evolving much earlier. With the introduction 
of radio and the telephone, fascination with sounds and acoustic space founded Kurt 
Weill’s idea called “absolute radio,” something along the lines of a series of nature 
sounds playing along a slide of moving pictures, a response to silent movies and 
new sonic technologies in the 1920’s. Fast-forward to the 70’s, and the integration 
of disjunctive sounds, spatialisation, and recordings of an environment were placed 
into the frame of a gallery. For example, Bruce Nauman in his Untitled Piece (1970) 
drilled a mile hole into the earth and placed a microphone inside, which broadcasted 
sound into an empty gallery room. Nauman’s piece used more traditional elements 
of the early sound art genre, but all genres fold into themselves and expand, never 
quite staying the same as they once were. 

As sound art conveniently has both sound and art, these factors when 
isolated are not the only principles. Sound art is more about the aesthetic 
experience of space, deconstruction of sounds, and listener integration within that 
space. For example, in 2007 at the Cornell University Sound Art Forum D.A.M.A.G.E. 
(Misha Mross and David Brown) presented a custom synthesizer, where tones 
played according to what area of a large plastic beach ball was touched. As the 
beach ball was passed along the audience, the exploration and chance occurrence of 
sound during the piece performance, experimental-ness, and interactivity was the 
significance of the instillation. 

Four years prior to D.A.M.A.G.E.’s instillation, Brandon LaBelle’s Learning 
From A Sea Bed (2003), where he masturbated behind a gallery ramp and shouted 
his sexual fantasies, shows how technology has changed the sound art genre.  Where 
artist such as Nauman and LaBelle commented on unheard sounds and surveillance 
with environmental and “lowercase” soundscapes, D.A.M.A.G.E flatten 3D space 
elements physically and resuscitate them digitally. In just a four-year gap, software 
and distribution sites became incredibly accessible to anyone with a computer 
and internet, changing sound art. Just visit Lastfm and SoundCould to hear tracks 
that have an incredible about of spatial depth without amount of physical creative 
process Nauman went through.  To be fair, the digital sounds are just as convincing!

Today, sound art is blurry because it is a hybrid art, takes many forms, 
and lacks boundaries. It is through Brian Eno, his exploration and popularization 
of the ambient sound he describes as “ignorable as it is interesting,” as well as 
D.A.M.A.G.E.’s synthesized composition that caused artists to teeter between 
producing sound art and experimental music. As sound art continued on as an art 
form, it also had an abscess, semi-related music movement taking the name also as 
sound art. And, to confuse you even more, the two begun to influence each other to 



the point where sound art, artists nixed the instillation and are fully digital, just like 
sound art, musicians.

Leslie Korrk Associate Professor of Arts & Cultural History views sound art 
as “concerning itself with music, but music itself is not necessarily sound art.” While, 
current sound artist Jeph Jerman believes that “audio art made by people cannot, 
not be called music.” These conflicting views of how sound art should be digested 
and classified are evidence of its difficulty. Therefore, when engaging with sound 
art, we must be aware of it’s flexibility to be not “music,” but also its nature to be 
not, non-musical at the same time. 

Jeph Jerman, a sound artist in both senses who distributes work online, is 
tagged with buzzwords such as ambient, field recordings, minimalism, soundscape, 
experimental, electroacoustic, and free improvisation. Other musicians may have 
the same tags as Jerman, but they’re not a sound art, artist. Why?  Jerman’s work 
has no timeline, which to experience it on, nor a set time limit, a guideline for how 
long the track should be. The lack of time regulations and the digital spatialisatism 
technology can create, creates an abstract space-claiming sound sculpture. Voila, 
this is the modern day sound art instillation!

It’s true, both sound arts are pretty fuzzy, but maybe that’s why we like 
it? Perhaps new genre names with buzzwords like sonic, spatial, interactive, or 
sculpture, are in order? 


